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ABSTRACT
Introduction. Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a group of symptoms that many women get
about a week or two before their period. Multiple sclerosis (MS) is an autoimmune-mediated
disorder that affects the central nervous system (CNS). Aim. This study aimed to see the
impact of premenstrual syndrome on multiple sclerosis symptoms. Methods. Forty women
2
having MS and complained from PMS, aged 20-35 years, with BMI less than 30 kg/m were
selected randomly from Health Insurance Authority in El-Dokki they were assessed during
two periods (normal and premenstrual days). The MS symptoms was assessed through
functional system scale; fatigue severity scale and numerical scale and also premenstrual
symptoms are assessed by PMS tracker. Results. Multiple pairwise comparison tests
revealed that there was significant increase in functional system score in premenstrual
period (p=0.006), and also in fatigue severity scale in pre-menstrual period (p=0.0001).
Numerical rating scale showed that there was significant increase in pain intensity
(p=0.0001) which became more prominent in pre-menstrual period. Conclusion.
Premenstrual syndrome has an effect on worsening the symptoms of multiple sclerosis.
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INTRODUCTION
At extreme period of reproductive system as at menarche and menopause the menstrual cycle doesn’t become
regular due to occurrence of anovulation and improper follicular development, although luteal phase in all
female is the same. The difference that happens between females in length of the menstrual cycle is due to the
difference of the follicular phase that can range from 10 to 16 days [1].
Most women about 80% of women suffer from breast tenderness, mood swings, acne, bloating and feeling
tired about one to two weeks before menstruation. Most of these symptoms interfere with daily life activities in
about 20 to 30% of all women having PMS. Premenstrual syndrome (PMS) is a group of symptoms about 90% of
women suffer from as breast tenderness, bloating and moodiness where these symptoms occur from one to two
weeks before menstruation [2]. PMS severity differs from woman to another where there are women where
their symptoms become so severe that they miss their work or school, others don’t bother themselves with
their symptoms. It is more widespread in 30s women to have PMS [3].
Multiple sclerosis (MS) is autoimmune disease; it is a demyelinating disease where myeline sheath around
nerve cells in brain and spinal cord is being damaged. The result of the damage that happen to nerve cells that it
doesn’t make the nerve cell able to work probably thus resulting in specific symptoms as double vision, muscle
weakness, trouble with sensation also with coordination and blindness [4]. Multiple sclerosis occurs in many
forms first can be relapsing-remitting form where new symptoms occur as attack called a relapse and then
these symptoms disappear after a while, secondly could be as building up symptoms where the symptoms
progress and increase disability called secondary progressive where permanent disease advance occur [5].
some studies show that women with MS who have been pregnant have less progression of disability [6]
During pregnancy women with MS are in immune suppressant state where rate of getting a relapse is
significantly decreased due to increased level of estrogen then very soon after delivery the risk of getting a
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relapse increased due to sudden decreased in estrogen levels after delivery. So this is a significant evidence that
estrogen, progesterone and testosterone has a great role in controlling MS activity as they influence immune
response and contribute in repairing mechanism in nervous system fluctuations in medical and health
conditions happens at specific phases of menstrual cycle especially at luteal phase and menstrual phases [7].
This study was conducted to determine whether premenstrual syndrome affect multiple sclerosis
symptoms or not.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Ethical approval
The research related to human use has been completed with all relevant national regulations and
institutional policies, has been approved by research ethics committee of faculty of physical therapy, Cairo
University (No: P.T.REC/012/003248).
Study Design
The study was designed as retrospective. It was conducted at Health Insurance Authority in El Dokki. It
was conducted between September 2020 and March 2021.
Participants
Forty women with multiple sclerosis were selected randomly from Health Insurance Authority in El-Dokki
to participate in this study. To be included in the study, the participants were chosen having PMS syndrome
based on tracking their symptoms at least previous 2 menstrual cycle using premenstrual syndrome tracker,
having a relapse of MS at least once per year. Their ages ranged from 20 to 35 years old, their BMI was less than
2
2
30 kg/m . The participants were excluded if their BMI exceed 30 kg/m , smoking women, if they had any uterine
problems or complain other than PMS.
Procedures
All patients were given a full explanation of the protocol of the study and consent form was signed for each
patient before participating in the study.
- Tracking of PMS days: The premenstrual syndrome tracker sheet was given to the patient to mark and
write the symptoms she feels on each day from day 1 to end of the menstrual cycle to assess the beginning of
premenstrual syndrome days.
- Assessment of the MS symptoms: The symptoms of MS were assessed during premenstrual period (10
days before menstruation) as well as during normal days (rest of month after end of menstruation), using
expanded disability scale (functional systems scale) and fatigue severity scale as well as numerical rating scale.
- Expanded disability status scale (EDSS): EDSS scale is used mainly to measure the ambulatory state of
multiple sclerosis patient, the scoring takes 30 minutes to make a score.
- The functional system scale is used to measure the wellness of major central nervous system:
Functional system scale includes: pyramidal functions, cerebellar functions, cortical functions, bladder
functions, with the help of functional system scale, involuntary movements, loss of coordination, mental
function. The examiner can rate the disability on EDSS scale. The scores ranged from o to 10. Less sever
disability show low numbers, and vice versa: Amato and Ponziani [8] named it (good validity) also Ebers et al. [9]
certified validity as “well validated”.
- Fatigue severity scale: 80% of multiple sclerosis patient suffer from fatigue which is considered the
most common symptom which interfere with daily life activities including work [10, 11]; The fatigue severity
scale is a scale used to measure the severity of fatigue and its effect on any person Daily life activities, it is
mainly designed for multiple sclerosis patients [12]. The fatigue severity scale is a 9-item scale, it is a statement
given to patient it includes 9 items; The patient read each statement and mark a number from 1 to 7 where 1
means strongly disagree, 9 means strongly agree; The higher score, the more severe the fatigue is and affects
the person daily life activities. The scale is valid and conducted in English [13, 14] also in Arabic [15].
- Numerical rating scale: Chronic pain is a common symptom in multiple sclerosis, where pain is felt in
different sites [16, 17]. There is a significant difference in experience of pain where it could be felt for a short
period of time in some sites or could be persistent as in neuropathic or musculoskeletal origin. Pain is usually
measured by numerical rating scale in many medical cases; The numerical rating scale (NRS) where pain
intensity is rated from 0 to 10, where 0 means no pain and 10 means sever pain [18]. NRS is too easy to be
demonstrated to the patient to understand and of good sensitivity and clinical relevance [19].
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Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was conducted using SPSS for windows, version 23 (SPSS, Inc., Chicago, IL). The current
test involved one independent variable was the (measuring periods); within subject factor which had two levels
(normal period and pre-menstrual period). In addition, this test involved three tested dependent variables
(Functional system score, fatigue severity scale and numeric rating scale). Before final analysis, data were
screened for normality assumption, homogeneity of variance, and presence of extreme scores. This exploration
was done as a pre-requisite for parametric calculations of the analysis of difference. Descriptive analysis using
histograms with the normal distribution curve showed that the functional system score, fatigue severity scale
and numeric rating scale were normally distributed and not violates the parametric assumption for the
measured dependent variable. The box and whiskers plots of the tested variable were done to detect outliers
and showed no outliers. Normality test of data using Shapiro-Wilk test was used, that reflect the data was
normally distributed for functional system score, fatigue severity scale and numeric rating scale. Accordingly,
Repeated Measure MANOVA was used to compare the functional system score, fatigue severity scale and
numeric rating scale at different measuring periods. The alpha level was set at 0.05.

RESULTS
The results showed that there were significant effects of the tested measuring periods (the independent
variable) on the three tested dependent variables; (functional system score, fatigue severity scale and numeric
rating scale) (F=61.945, P=0.001*) as illustrated at tables 1-3. PMS tracker was given to patients to conduct the
timing premenstrual days it was conducted between women 70% began their symptoms 5 days before the
menstruation took place while 30% their PMS symptoms started to show from 10 to 8 days before menstruation
Table 1. Descriptive statistics and repeated measure MANOVA for the Expanded disability status scale with
Functional System Score) at both periods
Mean ±SD

Normal period

Pre-menstrual period

Functional System Score
3.52±1.71
3.78±1.58
The univariate tests for the mean of the Functional System Score at both Periods
F-value
P-value
Functional System Score
8.895
0.0006*
Multiple pairwise comparison tests (Post hoc tests) for the Functional System Score at both Periods
Functional System Score
Normal period Versus Pre-menstrual period
P-value
0.006*
*Significant at alpha level <0.05

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and repeated measure MANOVA for the Fatigue severity scale at both periods
Mean ±SD

Normal period

Pre-menstrual period

Fatigue severity scale
3.46± 1.62
4.46±1.71
The univariate tests for the mean of the Fatigue severity scale at both Periods
F-value
P-value
Fatigue severity scale
73.444
0.0001*
Multiple pairwise comparison tests (Post hoc tests) for the Fatigue severity scale at both Periods
Fatigue severity scale
Normal period Versus Pre-menstrual period
P-value
0.0001*
*Significant at alpha level <0.05

Table 3. Descriptive statistics and repeated measure MANOVA for the Numeric rating scale at both periods
Mean ±SD
Normal period
Pre-menstrual period
Numeric rating scale
3.88± 1.85
7.36±2.09
The univariate tests for the mean of the Numeric rating scale at both Periods
F-value
P-value
Numeric rating scale
95.307
0.0001*
Multiple pairwise comparison tests (Post hoc tests) for the Numeric rating scale at both Periods
Numeric rating scale
Normal period Versus Pre-menstrual period
P-value
0.0001*
*Significant at alpha level <0.05
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DISCUSSION
Menstrual cycle is a normal change that happen every month in female reproductive system to make pregnancy
occur. Many women suffer from behavioral symptoms such as fatigue, insomnia, over eating and dizziness;
physical symptoms such as bloating, moodiness, breast tenderness and headache and also psychological
symptoms such as depression, mood changes, anxiety and anger, from one to 2 weeks before menstruation.
These symptoms are defined as premenstrual syndrome (PMS). In some women symptoms are mild that they
don’t bother themselves with the symptoms, others are so severe they skip work, school [20].
Menstrual cycle of women consists of 3 levels according to estrogen, progesterone levels. First 3 days after
menstruation took place till ovulation is called 1st level where elevated estrogen level took place. Second level
was from ovulation (about 14 days in 28 days of menstrual cycle) to 5 days before next menstrual cycle where
elevated levels of estrogen and progesterone. Last level is about 5 days before next menstrual cycle where levels
of estrogen and progesterone are decreased [21]. Multiple sclerosis is autoimmune demyelinating disease, where
demyelination of nerve axons in central nervous system takes place. The incidence of MS is in adolscenece and
adult it is more in women 3 times than men [22].
Estrone (E1), estriol (E3 produced at pregnancy only) and 17β‐estradiol (E2) are endogenous estrogens
which are produced in female mammals. E2 is predominant form in pre-menopausal women. There are two
forms of estrogen receptors (ERs): ERα (NR3A1) and ERβ (NR3A2). These receptors act as ligand-activated
transcription factors, thus they directly regulate a broad range of estrogen‐responsive genes present in all cells
of the innate and adaptive immune system. Also, progesterone has w pregestational effect for which it belongs
to progesterone steroid family in which progesterone receptor (PR) whom is a part of nuclear hormone receptor
super family of transcription factors mediate it. PRs are found in many immune cells as dendritic cells, T cells,
granulocytes, NK cells and B cells [23]. Ovarian sex steroids has immune response in which it could change any
immune disorder from pro-inflammatory in to anti-inflammatory, especially favoring Treg cell differentiation
and promoting down-regulation of IFN-γ production by NK cells, and glucocorticoid-mediated thymocyte
apoptosis [24].
Therefore, the current study aimed to study the impact of premenstrual syndrome on multiple sclerosis
symptoms. The study was carried on forty multiple sclerosis women suffering from premenstrual syndrome
who were randomly chosen. Evaluation was carried in two periods, premenstrual period (10 to 8 days before
menstruation) and normal period (rest of month after end of menstruation) through functional system scoring,
fatigue severity scale and numeric rating scale.
The result showed that there was a significance increase in functional system score, fatigue severity scale
and numeric rating scale of premenstrual period compared with those of normal days with (F=8.895, P=0.0006),
(F=73.444, P=0.0001) and (F=95.307, P=0.0001) respectively.
These results of worsening MS symptoms at premenstrual period can be explained by the withdrawal of
estrogen at the premenstrual phase. As the estrogen has an immunomodulatory effect that includes 1) its effect
on multiple components of the immune response; 2) its various effects on different systems in which it appears
pro-autoimmune, as in murine lupus and anti-inflammatory; 3) its effect on other hormones which are
potentially modulate the immunity [25].
A role for autoimmunity in the etiology of MS is suggested by its similarity to the immunologically
mediated animal model experimental allergic encephalomyelitis, and by the finding of reduced levels of
circulating suppressor T cells accompanying relapse.
The result of the current study come in agreement with reports of Yarraelit and Correale [25] as they
concluded that the estrogen has an effect on central monoamine neurotransmission where low levels of
estrogen in women are associated with postnatal depression, post-menopausal depression and premenstrual
syndrome. And also Yarraelit and Correale [25] concluded that autoimmunity disorder could be modulated by
the influence of estrogen.
Also our result run in the same line with those of Etemadifar et al. [26] as they found that 50.6% of attacks
occurs where low levels of estrogen and progesterone happen at premenstrual phase while 27% of attacks
occurs at follicular phase where estrogen, levels are increased, as well as 22.4% of attacks occurred at ovulatory
phase where estrogen progesterone levels are highest. There is a strong relation and effect of estrogen on the
course of MS symptoms, where during pregnancy women with MS are in immune suppressant state because
During pregnancy, influences from the placenta, the mother and the fetus condition placentation, regulating
placental growth predisposing regulation of a Th2-like anti-inflammatory immune response. During this
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period, it is possible to observe a marked increase in the levels of estrogens, progesterone, glucocorticoids, and
activated vitamin D coming from both the mother and the placenta. Taken together, these factors decrease
maternal cellular immunity, evidenced by decreased number of multiple sclerosis exacerbations during
pregnancy, particularly during the third trimester. B, B cells; DHEA, dehydroepiandrosterone; GM-CSF,
granulocyte–macrophage colony-stimulating factor; IFN, interferon; LGL, large granular lymphocytes; M-CSF,
macrophage colony-stimulating factor; MS, multiple sclerosis; MΦ, macrophages; NK, NK cells; T, T cells.
Where rate of getting a relapse is significantly decreased due to increased level of estrogen then very soon
after delivery the risk of getting a relapse increased due to sudden decreased in estrogen levels after delivery.
So, this is significant evidence that estrogen, progesterone and testosterone have a great role in controlling MS
activity as they influence immune response and contribute in repairing mechanism in nervous system [27].
In disagreement of our study, Zakrzewska-Pniewska et al. [28] concluded that during premenstrual phase
the abnormal hormonal patterns occur correlated with intensity of MRI changes (p < 0.05, Fisher’s exact test),
but there was no hypothalamic or MS changes (Expanded Disability Status Scale, relapse rate, disease duration).

CONCLUSION
Premenstrual syndrome has an effect on multiple sclerosis as it worse the symptoms.
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